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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this note, we report on some of the activities of the Tracking and Vertexing Working 
Group of this Workshop. 

Track and vertex finding is essential to exploit the high production rate of B-mesons 
at hadron accelerators, both for triggering and analysis. Here, we review the tracking and 
vertex-finding systems of some of the major existing and proposed collider and fixed-target 
experiments at existing and future hadron accelerators, with a view towards their USefUlneSs 
for El-physics, The capabilities of both general-purpose detectors and those of dedicated 
B-physics experiments we considered. 

2. OVERVIEW OF GENERAL COLLIDER EXPERIMENT CAPABILITIES 

In this section, we consider the tracking systems of some major generic collider exper- 
iments. Subsequent sections compare their performance for flavor tagging and B. mixing. 
Depending on the center-of-mass energy the B decay products are spread over f 2-3 units 
of pseudorapidity 7 at the Tevatron, i4-5 units of q at LHC, and f 7 units of 11 at the 
SSC’. Hence, the angular coverage of a trackingfvertexing system is important; a large and 
continuous acceptance in 7 is required to detect B decays at the large rate required. For 
effective h-qusrk tagging, the tracking/vertexing system must resolve track impact param- 
eters at the level of tens of microns, so a9 to allow tagging of B decays by their displaced 
vertices. A good momentum resolution is required to allow, for example, reconstructing the 
B mass from B --t r+x- decays, or the J/+ mess in B -t JJ$Ii -t ,,+#-I<. Thus, good 
impact parameter resolution and reasonable momentum resolution over as wide a range of 
‘I as possible are needed for B physics. 

f Mail Address: SLAC, MS 94, P.0.B.4349, Stanford, CA 94309 
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The existing detectors mainly use drift chambers for tracking, but have upgrades 
considered or installed with Silicon systems. The di&xent SSC/LHC proposals all have 
Silicon strip syslems, complemented with straw tubes or g.w microstrip detectors at larger 
distances from the interaction point. As an example, the SDC tracking design is dcscribcd 
in a contribution to these proceedings.’ 

In the following figures, we show a schematic representation of x quarter section of 
the tracking system and resolutions of various track parameters ( pr, Impact parameter, phi, 
z, r,,(O) as function of 7) for w.rious collider detector options, prepaied by Alan Sill using 
a paramctrizatian of detector properties. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of quarter cross-section of CDF la 

Figure 1. shows CDF a~ configured in run la, with 4 layers of single-sided Silicon ver- 
tex detector (SVX) barrels surrounding the beam pipe. The 64 layers of a Central Tracking 
Chamber (CTC) arc immersed in a 1.4 Tesla U-field. For CDF SVX upgrade II, the Silicon 
barrels are to be extended in z and made double-sided. Finally, for upgrade 111, shown in 
Figwe 2., a Silicon disk tracking system with 7 layers on each side is added. 

Figure 2. Schematic of quarter cross-section of CDF III. 

The following figures 3. and 4. show the tracking resolutions for the two cases of 
CDF la and III. Notice how the 2-d impact parameter resolution improves to about 12 urn 
out to ‘) zz 3. Fig. 5 shows the B -a mr mass resolution for this configuration, being close 
to 0.3% for [‘II < 1. 
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Figure 3. Tracking resolutions for CDF la. 

Figure 4. Tracking resolutions for CDF III. 
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Figure 5. .B + lix mass resolution for CDF III. 

The DO detector is also improving its tracking capability (see Figures 6-8) by replacing 
its inner detector with Silicon strips arranged in barrels, disks, and with four concentric 
superlayers of scintillating fihres. The CDF upgrade has more’material at ‘nigh q, thus more 
multiple scattering. If DO would install double-sided barrel detectors, their impact parameter 
resolution would improve. The smaller tracking volume for DO leads to poorer momentum 
and mass resolution compared to CDF. 
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Figure 6. Schematic of quarter cross-section of the DO upgrade. 
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Figure ‘7. Tracking resolutions for DO Upgrade 
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Trosx 
Figure 8. E + =R mass resolution for the DO upgrade. 

Next we show these figures for the major SSC detector proposals. Figures S-11 illustrate 
the SDC detector at SSC. 
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Figure 9. Schematic of quarter cross-section of SDC tracking. 

Notice that the SC& is different; SDC is much larger and longer than CDF. SDC has 
a larger I) coverage, but accepts the same fraction of the B cross-section as CDF. 
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Figure 10. Tracking resolutions for SDC 
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Figure 11. B - ar mass resolution far SDC 

The mass resolution is comparable to CDF’s; however that of SDC extends to larger q. 
The GEM Central Tracker consists of Silicon microstrips arranged in barrels (6 layers, 

double-sided) and disks, and eight layers of interpolating pad chambers, covering the region 
(71 5 2.5, all in a solenoid with a 0.8 T B-field. See Figures 12-14. 

GEM TDR Parameleriralio”. Silicon l lnlcrpoloting 

Figure 12. Schematic of quarter cross-section of GEM tracking. 

Again, note a factor - 2 scale change, GEM is only about half as large as SDC. 

Figure 13. Tracking resolutions for GEM. 
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Figure 14. B - IIT mass resolution for GEM 
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The mass resolution of CDF and SDC is better than that of DO and GEM. 
The CM!? central lracking system consists 01 4 layers of Silicon microstrips and two 

times four layers of microslrip gas chambers. The J/i a 4 pp ma5s resolution is 2G MrV. 
The ATLAS proposal farsees a Silicon Tracker with a layer of pirrl dclrctors followd 

by two of Silicon strips, covering 171 5 1.5. 
The capabilities of the detector proposals specialized for B-physics, BCD albd 

COBI:);, have been described in detail elsewhere. (See Ref. 2 for refcrcnccs.) Their partic- 
ular emphasis is the forward tracking coverage, which will be considered in S~ti~n 5. 

3. COMPARISONS OF TRACKING PERFORMANCE 

We compared the tracking system for vxrious detectors considering the pnrmeters 
important for llavor tagging, B, mixing and B + JJvQA’, decays, as examples. 

The following items are of relevance for flavor tagging: 

l Good acceptance far the leplon tag in 7, as B and x are emitted with large AI. 

. Low pT of B tracks requires low p7 thresholds (<OS GeV ). 

l The multi-prong B final states with typically 4-5 tracks necessitate rather good tracking 
efF&ncy (>SS%/lrack) for reconstruction of the Bs. 

l Good mass and vertex resolution (< 40pm vertex resolution, - 25 MeV mass resolution) 
needed to avoid combinatorics from non-associated B tracks. Three-dimensional vertex 
reconstruction is helpful to reject other backgrounds. 

l An impact parameter or secondary vertex trigger is needed for hadronic B decays. 

l Good momentum resolution is needed over a large 7 region to determine the charge sign 
of tagging lepton or other particle. 

We list these tracking parameters for the Tevatron experiments and SSC proposals in Table 
I on the following page. Table 2 lists the some quantities relevant for studies of 3, mixing, 
and Table 3 those for studies of B + Q’K,. 

The decay length resolutions for all detectors are in the 40.60~m range. The maximum 
reach for X,, the frequency of B, oscillations multiplied with the lifetime, is 20.25. There 
are differences between the detectors in impact parameter resolution and 4 mass resolution 
shown in Table 3. 



Table 2. Tracking Performance for B. Mixing 

Table 3. Tracking Performance for B + $Ks 

electron q-Acceptance Id -3 1~1 ~4 111 ~2.5 111 ~2.5 101 ~4 I’ll d.5 N/A 

e a”‘” (G&J/c) 61 6? 10 10 1 2 N/A 

Trieeer Vertex Resolution 45um N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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4. FORWARD TRACKINGjVERTEXING AT HADRON COLLIDERS 

Two specialized experiments have been proposed especially for B-physics at hadron 
colliders, distinguished by large coverage in pseudorapidity, namely BCD and COBEX. 

BCD has a Silicon vertex detector, and a straw tube tracking system; COBEX is 
distinguished by having its Silicon detector in ‘Roman Pots’ inside the beampipe vacuum. 

IO Table 4. below, we give some of the parameters of their tracking and vertexing 
system. 

Table 4. TrackingjVertexing Parameters for Forward Collider Detectors 

&MS 
Luminosity 

COBEX 
16,40 TeV 

1032 
1.2 
6.0 

5 mrad 
600 mrad 

none 
4.6mm 

lnin 
nn,r 
k,i. 
e”,.. 

~L3empip. 
rsi,i..n 

&P/P (GeV) 
En - JI$KP mass ES. 

KD Forward 
40 TeV 

1032 
1.2’ 
5.5 

8 mrad 
580 mrad 

1 cm 
- 1.25cm 

O.OOlp 
. 

B” * *+v rna.sS res. 
Impact Par. Res. p=m 

0, of primary 
0, of secondary 

single p trigger pr 
L/0 cut for ffo + r+li- 
L cut for B0 + J/$K,o 

8.7 MeV 
21.7 MeV 

200 pm 
150 pm 
1.2 GeV 

0.5 mm 

20 MeV 
6 pm 

100-200 pm 
w 

l-l.5 GeV 
15 MeV 

* Notice that BCD also has central coverage 
A more detailed comparison between the two approaches - Silicon vertex detector 

, ~. insme us. outside the beampipe - is given in Kef. 3. It also concludes that there is little 
difference in the resulting quantities of interest for B physics. 

A forward BCD detector has the potential to be upgraded to include also the central 
rapidity region (though there might be an awkward region near 45” ). 

A few questions remain open in forward B tracking. 
For example, how often does radiation damage require replacement of Silicon detec- 

tors? For a Silicon detector a distance of r cm from the beam with a luminosity of &n-2s-‘, 
the radiation dose per ‘year’ of 10’ set is 

111”s for BCD Silicon, at r = 1.25 cm, the dose is 1.7 Mrad/year; for COBEX at r = O&m, 
1O.S Mrad/year. Does that mean that one has to replace the Silicon elements closest to the 
beam every 3 months? Also, which dose will strips and pixel detectors suffer without losing 
functionality? 

While lor pixels occupancy presents no problems, is the same true for microstrips? 
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Are large superconducting quadrupole magnets feasible, with the fields needed for 
the advertised momentum resolution? 

How can one make a trigger for B” + ,r+z- ? 
Can central detectors do as well as a forward detector on particle identification? In 

other respects, it seems that from a tracking perspective there is no compelling evidence 
that a forward B collider experiment is better than a dedicated central collider (not SDC oi 
GEM). Cost might decide this issue. 

5. BACKGROUNDS 

From fixed target experiments we know that charm signals suller from large back- 
grounds. These backgrounds arise due to combinatorics in charm events, doe to combina~ 
tories in non-charm events and due to combining pieces of charm and even strange decays 
wibh other tracks to give a kinematic&y viable candidate. It is only to be expected that 
these backgrounds be as large or larger in beauty events at the SSC due to the higher mul- 
tiplicity. However, the better signal to background could improve matters. Therefore, a 
preliminary study waz done, using 5000 events each, of minimum bias, charm and beauty 
events to study backgrounds to n+n- decays. 

In the study, only the BCD and COBEX detectors were compared. The detectors 
were idealized in a simple Monte Carlo which incorporated multiple scattering and intrinsic 
resolutions. Firstly, it was found that there is not much difference between the two in terms 
of resolutions. Secondly, fake vertices in the B mass region were counted bs B function of 
the vertex separation. 

From 5000 event samples, one finds that in the region of large vertex separation (signal 
efficiency over 80%) no minimum bias events survive in either detector, only one charm event 
suwi~es (in the COBEX detector) and t wo g eneric b5 survived in the BCD simulation and 
about six in the COBEX simulation. These numbers are to be compared to about 120 signal 
events which survive. 

Clearly, there will be significant backgrounds from generic bz events. Whether the 
charm and minimum bias backgrounds are meaningful needs to be resolved with further 
study. 

6. TRACKING PERFORMANCE FOR FIXED-TARGET EXPERIMENTS 

Fixed target events either use an extracted beam impinging on an instrumented target 
such as SFT and LHB, or use a gas jet or thin wire introduced into the circulating beam as 
target and have the detectors surround the beampipe, such as GAJET and HERA-B. The 
large Lorentz boost of all particles produced leads to very large decay lengths for B mesons in 
the lab frame, 9.5 cm for the 20 TeV proton beam of the SSC, 300 times the vertex resolution. 
However, this advantage is offset by the small angles between the emerging tracks, leading 
to high occupancies in the tracking detectors immediately downstrean from the decay. On 
the other hand, it becomes affordable to add more layers of tracking detectors covering the 
smaller solid angle in the forward direction only (rather than having to cover 4n at a collider 
detector). 

The SFT target consists of a combination of Silicon planes and Beryllium foils. Track- 
ing efficiencies are better than 95% for single tracks, 90% for 2 tracks; resolutions are of the 
order of a few pm. The B” + r.+r- 
in a contribution to the workshopa. 

mass resolution is about 12MeV. More detail is given 

Another contribution6 shows that an active target has no advantage over one with 
separate target foils followed by detector planes, due to the high occupancy in the planes 
immediately following an interaction. 

HERA-B uses 15 planes (perpendicular to the beam) of double-sided Silicon strip 
detectors arranged with increasing distance along the beam axis to provide uniform coverage 
in rj. 

lo the following Table 5 we compare some parameters of the SFT and HERA-B 
detectors. 

Table 5. Trscking/Vertexing Parameters for SFT and HERA-B 

HERA-B 
7mm 

20-30 ,xn 
16 rt 5,un 

350 i 14pm 
0.0001p 
0.0001p 
85MeV 

Notice that HERA-B also plans for a RICH counter system which will provide Kaon 
identification for Kaon energies of S-80 GeV. 

7. NOVEL IDEAS FOR VERTEX TRIGGERING 

Clearly an ideal trigger for B decays would recognize the existence of secondary 
vertices displaced from the primary one. In the past the long time required to read out a 
drift chamber or pixel devices, as well as the difficulty of finding vertices in an environment of 
numerous multiple-scattering-smeared tracks in the vertex region prevented the realization 
of such a trigger. 

However, the improvement in vertex detectors and fast track finding techniques with 
specialized processors might soon make such a trigger possible. 

A Silicon Vertex Tracker trigger processor’ has been proposed to be built for the 
CDF run II; it uses data from the Silicon vertex detector and the central drift chamber to 
reconstruct tracks in two dimensions fast enough for use at trigger level 2 (- 10~s). 

New specialized computer architectures, such as that of the proposed ‘3D-Flow’ mas- 
sively parallel array processor system’ together with fast pixel devicess,g located close to the 
interaction point might make a level 1 B trigger based on displaced secondary vertices B 
reality. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

As regards the usefulness multi-purpose detectors for B physics, all of them have 
sufficient capability to do some measurements, with perhaps CDF and SDC being at a slight 
advantage compared with DO and GEM. 

For the specialized collider detectors, BCD and COBEX are comparable in vertex 
and mass resolution in the forward region, and in backgrounds. 
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An advantage of fixed-target experiments is the larger decay length; it is however 
of&et by the small angles between the decay products. Fixed-target experiments also oll.sr 
good mass resolution and possibly liaon identification, at a smaller cost than a 4x detector. 

Finally, we note the promisiug work in pixel detectors and fast trigger devices which 
is in progress. 
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